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MS 398

A4107 United Jewish Israel Appeal archive

Histphot/258/1
Legacy tour reunion at the house of commons with Mr Ivor Caplin MP and Mrs Jo Wagerman OBE -
speakers at lectern
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4 

Histphot/258/2
Legacy tour reunion at the house of commons with Mr Ivor Caplin MP and Mrs Jo Wagerman OBE -
photos of audience, speakers at lectern, people in conversation and people at dinner
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/3
Legacy tour reunion at the house of commons with Mr Ivor Caplin MP and Mrs Jo Wagerman OBE -
photos of people in conversation
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/4
Legacy tour reunion at the house of commons with Mr Ivor Caplin MP and Mrs Jo Wagerman OBE -
photos of audience, speakers at lectern and people at dinner including room shots
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/5
UJIA sports dinner - people in conversation, speaker at lectern, posed group shots
c.October 2001
CD-R, 5 digital colour contact sheets, 24 thumbnails pages 1-4, 20 thumbnails page 5

Histphot/258/6
UJIA a question of sport dinner - people in conversation, posed group shots
c.October 2001
Digital black and white contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/7
UJIA a question of sport dinner - people in conversation, posed group shots, people playing games
c.October 2001
Digital black and white contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/8
UJIA a question of sport dinner - people in conversation, people at dinner, audience holding up hit or
miss signs, speaker at lectern
c.October 2001
Digital black and white contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/9
UJIA a question of sport dinner - audience holding up hit or miss signs, speaker at lectern, posed
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group shots
c.October 2001
Digital black and white contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/10
UJIA a question of sport dinner - speaker at lectern, posed group shots
c.October 2001
Digital black and white contact sheet, 20 thumbnails, inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/11
UJIA annual review meeting - speakers at lectern
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/12
UJIA annual review meeting - speakers at lectern, audience
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/13
UJIA annual review meeting - speakers at lectern
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/14
UJIA annual review meeting - speakers at lectern, posed group shots, people collecting framed
objects from stage
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/15
UJIA annual review meeting - posed individual shots
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/16
UJIA annual review meeting - posed individual shots, posed group shots, people in conversation
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/17
UJIA annual review meeting - posed individual shots, posed group shots, people in conversation
c.October 2001
Digital colour contact sheet, 17 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/18
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speakers at lectern, singer performing, people
in conversation, posed group shots, performers on stage
c.January 2002
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CD-R, 12 digital colour contact sheets, approx 24 thumbnails per page

Histphot/258/19
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - singer performing, people in conversation,
posed group shots, performers on stage
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 23 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/20
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speaker at lectern
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/21
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - dinner tables, people in conversation, posed
group shots
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/22
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - people in conversation, posed group shots
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/23
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - people in conversation, posed group shots,
laid dinner table, meal
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/24
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - posed group shots
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 6 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/25
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speaker at lectern, group on stage, posed
group shots
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/26
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - posed group shots, people in conversation,
people clapping
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/27
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speaker at lectern, woman on stage
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c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/28
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speakers at lectern, people in conversation,
posed group shots
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/29
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speakers at lectern, people in conversation,
people on stage
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 22 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/30
UJIA annual dinner with Avraham Burg MK, london - speaker at lectern, people in conversation,
posed group shots
c.January 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/31
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - people in conversation, group
shots, speakers at lectern
c.March 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/32
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - people in conversation, posed
group shots, laid tables 
c.March 2002
2 x Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/33
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - people in conversation, posed
group shots, posed individual shots, speakers at lectern
c.March 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/34
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - people in conversation, group
shots
c.March 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/35
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - people in conversation, group
shots
c.March 2002
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Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/36
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - speakers at lectern, audience
c.March 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 24 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/37
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - speakers at lectern, audience,
posed group shots, shots of audience members receiving items from stage
c.March 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 17 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/38
UJIA women’s annual luncheon with the honerable James R Rubin - speakers at lectern, posed group
shots, people in conversation
c.March 2002
Digital colour contact sheet, 7 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/39
UJIA property division reception with Stephen Byers: posed group shots, speaker shots, UJIA
chairman David Cohen, UJIA property division chairman Jorres Burchell, Stephen Byers
UJIA conference on jewish identity in the 21  century: people in conversation, audience, people atst

dinner, UJIA deputy chairman Howard Stanton with Clive and Adrienne Marks
(More photos on disk than on contact sheets which follow)
UJIA patrons dinner with ambassador Dennis Ross: people in conversation, dinner hall laid out,
speakers at lectern, patrons chairman Michael Lewis thanking Ambassador Dennis Ross
c. 2002
CD-R, 3 folders - ‘byers’ containing 25 colour images, ‘conference’ containing folder A (100 colour
images) and folder B (59 colour images), ‘papers’ containing 53 colour images

Histphot/258/40
UJIA property division reception with Stephen Byers: posed group shots, speaker shots, UJIA
chairman David Cohen, UJIA property division chairman Jorres Burchell, Stephen Byers
c.2002
2 x contact sheets containing 25 thumbnails in total, black and white inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/41
UJIA conference on jewish identity in the 21  century: people in conversation, audience, people atst

dinner, UJIA deputy chairman Howard Stanton with Clive and Adrienne Marks
c.March 2002
7 x contact sheets containing 100 thumbnails in total, black and white inkjet, matte, A4

Histphot/258/42
UJIA patrons dinner with ambassador Dennis Ross: people in conversation, dinner hall laid out,
speakers at lectern, patrons chairman Michael Lewis thanking Ambassador Dennis Ross
c.January 2002
4 x contact sheets containing 53 thumbnails in total, black and white inkjet, matte, A4
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Histphot/258/43
UJIA partnership 2000 art auction at christies - people in conversation, posed group shots, people
looking at artworks
c.May 2002
Contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, inkjet print on paper, matte, A4

Histphot/258/44
UJIA partnership 2000 art auction at christies - people in conversation, posed group shots
c.May 2002
Contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, inkjet print on paper, matte, A4

Histphot/258/45
UJIA partnership 2000 art auction at christies - people in conversation, posed group shots, people
looking at artworks
c.May 2002
Contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, inkjet print on paper, matte, A4

Histphot/258/46
UJIA partnership 2000 art auction at christies - people in conversation, posed group shots, people
looking at artworks, auctioneer at lectern, audience shots
c.May 2002
Contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, inkjet print on paper, matte, A4

Histphot/258/47
UJIA partnership 2000 art auction at christies - auctioneer at lectern, audience shots
c.May 2002
Contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, inkjet print on paper, matte, A4

Histphot/258/48
UJIA partnership 2000 art auction at christies - auctioneer at lectern
c.May 2002
Contact sheet, 3 colour thumbnail images, inkjet print on paper, matte, A4

Histphot/258/49
Regional UJIA annual dinners with Benjamin Netanyahu - Leeds, Bibi (Benjamin Netanyahu)
presenting certificates to the youth who went to Israel during the summer of 2001 on Israel
experience: group photo including Leanne Bergen
n.d [c.2002]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/50
Regional UJIA annual dinners with Benjamin Netanyahu - Two men on left at dinner table and
Benjamin Netanyahu on right, woman behind, 2 of the men in conversation, television in background
show UJIA logo
n.d [c.2002]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/51
Regional UJIA annual dinners with Benjamin Netanyahu - Micheal Freeman, Benjamin Netanyahu,
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Martin Harris and Raymond Barker posed shot, Micheal Freedman and Raymond Barker retiring as
chairman and vice chairman of Leeds UJIA presented with crystal decanters
n.d [c.2002]
Digital colour print, glossy, 17.5 x 11.5cm

Histphot/258/52
Regional UJIA annual dinners with Benjamin Netanyahu -yehuda annual event, posed group photos
and photos of speaker at lectern
n.d [c.2002]
Colour digital photo collage containing 5 images and UJIA logo, compliments slip attached, glossy,
A4

Histphot/258/53
UJIA lecture - photos of speakers at lectern, group shots of people at tables, Benjamin Netanyahu
giving speech
n.d [c.2000]
Digital contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/54
UJIA lecture - Benjamin Netanyahu giving speech at lectern
n.d [c.2000]
Digital contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/55
UJIA lecture - Benjamin Netanyahu giving speech at lectern, audience
n.d [c.2000]
Digital contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/56
UJIA lecture - Benjamin Netanyahu at table in front of Israel and UK flags, people in conversation
n.d [c.2000]
Digital contact sheet, 24 colour thumbnail images, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/57
UJIA lecture - Benjamin Netanyahu at table in front of Israel and UK flags giving speech
n.d [c.2000]
Digital contact sheet, 22 colour thumbnail images, glossy, A4

Histphot/258/58
White middle aged woman with blonde perm and glasses sits alone on chair in kitchen reading book
in Hebrew script
n.d [c.1980-90]
Black and white analogue photograph, glossy, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/59
Young white man in Nike baseball cap with Calvin Klein T shirt sits on rock/cliff looking out
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm
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Histphot/258/60
Young white man in Nike baseball cap with Calvin Klein T shirt sits on rock/cliff looking out
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/61
Young white man in Nike baseball cap with Calvin Klein T shirt sits on rock/cliff looking out
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/62
Young white man in Nike baseball cap with Calvin Klein T shirt sits on rock/cliff looking out
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/63
Middle aged tanned man with mustache and glasses in white shirt chopping vegetables in busy
kitchen, man is smiling but not looking directly at camera
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/64
Middle aged tanned man with mustache and glasses in white shirt chopping vegetables in busy
kitchen, man is smiling but not looking directly at camera
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9com

Histphot/258/65
Middle aged tanned man with mustache and glasses in white shirt chopping vegetables in busy
kitchen, man is smiling but not looking directly at camera
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/66
Middle aged tanned man with mustache and glasses in white shirt chopping vegetables in busy
kitchen, man is smiling but not looking directly at camera
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/67  
Middle aged tanned man with mustache and glasses in white shirt chopping vegetables in busy
kitchen, man is smiling but not looking directly at camera
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue photograph, matte, 30.5 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/68
Individual shots of young white male and young white female standing in front of wall
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 10 images, medium format, glossy, 23.8 x 30.3cm
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Histphot/258/69
Variety of compositions of couple standing behind fence of house and sitting on fence, children’s
drawings on wall in background, label reads 1  Kosovans in Israel st

n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 10 images, medium format, glossy, 23.8 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/70
Shots of white family with man, woman and two young boys in front of wall with safe, cat also in one
photo
Individual shots of white middle aged woman with stripy top and sunglasses
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 10 images, medium format, glossy, 23.8 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/71
Shot of soldiers on back of army truck
Keren Hayesod united Israel appeal 1999 world conference - images of people in conversation,
shaking hands, arriving, speeches being given
c.1999
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 38 images, 35mm, glossy, 23.8 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/72
Carmel College - close up shots of white woman teaching young girl
Carmel College - istant shots of white woman teaching young boy
c.1999
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 36 images, 35mm, glossy, 23.8 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/73
Carmel College - shots of middle aged white woman at school with young children, smiling, reading
from booklet
c.1999
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 37 images, 35mm, glossy, 23.8 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/74
Carmel College - shots of middle aged white woman with school children outside by tree
c.1999
Black and white analogue contact sheet, 24 images, 35mm, glossy, 23.8 x 17.9cm

Histphot/258/75
Carmel College - Image of young man in checked shirt smiling, holding pen
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 20.3cm

Histphot/258/76
Carmel College - Image of young man in checked shirt, looking down at lever arch file, holding pen
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 20.3cm

Histphot/258/77
Three white women, various ages looking at UJIA booklet, smiling
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n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 17.9cm

Histphot/258/78
Three white women, various ages looking at UJIA booklets
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 17.9cm

Histphot/258/79
Three white women, various ages looking at UJIA booklet
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 17.9cm

Histphot/258/80
Benjamin Netanyahu presenting the Prime Minister’s Jubilee Award to Jack Goulden, framed award,
third man also in photo
n.d [c.1997]
Colour print, glossy, 18.9 x 12.6cm

Histphot/258/81
Five white, middle aged men in suits in conversation
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/82
Five white, middle aged men in suits in conversation
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/83
Two men in conversation with man and waitress in background
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/84
Posed shot of three middle aged men and two women sitting around a table, on table is bottle, jug,
two glasses and pot plant
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/85
Posed shot of two white men, one young one middle aged, man on left has name tag: Mr Kenneth
Berg
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/86
Shot of middle aged man facing camera in conversation with woman, both sitting, young woman in
background
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n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/87
Shot of middle aged man facing camera standing, speaking
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/88
Shot of middle aged man standing, adjusting tie
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/89
Shot of four middle men, various ages, standing, in conversation, one man has arm around another
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/90
Shot of two men at lectern, one giving speech, Israeli flag behind, large mural in background
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm

Histphot/258/91
Shot of two men at lectern, one giving speech, Israeli flag behind, large mural in background
n.d [c.1980]
Black and white print, glossy, 20.9 x 15.9cm 

Histphot/258/92
Images of group of men and women visiting UJIA computer centre, cutting ribbon
c.2003
Digital colour contact sheet, 40 thumbnail images, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/93
Images of group of men and women visiting UJIA computer centre, having meal
c.2003
Digital colour contact sheet, 40 thumbnail images, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/94
Images of group of men and women visiting UJIA computer centre, in conversation, posed group shot
c.2003
Digital colour contact sheet, 3 thumbnail images, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/95
Hebrew and English glass wall mounted sign, with UJIA logo saying “This computer centre is
dedicated in memory of Matthew Saffrin, beloved father of Joshua and Saul Saffrin and has been
funded by his friends through the United Jewish Israel Appeal of Great Britain and Ireland, 2003”
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm
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Histphot/258/96
Group of men and women in crowded room, in conversation
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/96
Group of men and women in crowded room, in conversation
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/97
Group of men and women sitting around edge of room, wearing warm weather clothes, table in centre
with biscuits
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/98
Group of men and women sitting around a table with biscuits and water in centre, old map on wall
and Israeli flag in background.
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/99
Group of 11 men and women sitting around a table with biscuits and water in centre
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/100
Photo of man, woman and young man sitting in row
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/101
Photo of two men sitting in corner of a room
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/102
Photo of six people sitting around the edge of room, radio on windowsill
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/103
Photo of two people sitting in front of curtain, looking off camera
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/104
Photo of a group of approx 15 people strolling past building with art piece on side
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c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/105
Large group adults and children standing behind ribbon between wall and building
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/106
Woman holding scissors and cutting ribbon, standing next to man.
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/107
Woman standing in centre with cut ribbon to right, people clapping
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/108
Crowd of people entering new building, white and glass building with blue pillar in centre of corridor
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/109
Two men shake hands in centre of computer suite, surrounded by adults and children, some people sit
at computers
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/110
Two women sit in front of computers, smiling
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/111
Seven people sit at computers and look behind them towards the back of the room
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/112
Six people sit at computers and look towards front of the room where two men are standing,
computer screen image is projected onto wall at front of room
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/113
Ten people sit at computers and look towards the froont of the room where three men stand,
computer screen is projected on to wall at front
c.2003
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colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/114
A crowd of people, including several seated at computers and many standing at the back of a room
look towards the font of the room where there is a projector
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/115
A crowd of people, including several seated at computers and many standing at the back of a room
look towards the font of the room where there is a projector
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/116
White man in red and white checked shirt and glasses looks off camera, sitting behind computer,
woman also sitting behind computer in background
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/117
Six people sit at computer desks with group of standing people behind
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/118
Approx twelve people sitting at computer desks looking towards front of room, people standing
behind at back of room
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/119
Eight people sitting at computer desks and looking forwards, man standing at back
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/120
Man in blue polo shirt standing at front of room, gesturing forwards with left arm, faced by rows of
computer desks with people seated at computers, people stand at back of room
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/121
Man in blue polo shirt standing at front of room in front of projected screen on wall, gesturing with
right arm, faced by two women sitting at computer desks, two other men stand at front of room
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/122
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Three men stand in front of computer desk, man and woman sit behind at computers
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/123
Man with checked shirt stands with arm around man in blue polo shirt, computer can be seen in
background
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/124
Group of approx fifteen people stand outside white building
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/125
Group of approx fifteen people walking across car park
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/126
Four people, woman in centre, look out across countryside
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/127
Group of approx ten people in room with open door behind them, clock above them on wall and large
tapestries either side, above on wall
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/128
Group of approx twenty people stand in front and to the side of white building
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/129
Two women walk across paved area holding hands, with approx eight people in background, trees
and grass also in background
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/130
Two women walk across paved area holding hands, with approx eight people in background, trees
and grass also in background
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/131
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group of people at dinner in large hall shaking hands with young adults
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/132
Man and woman at dinner in large hall, woman is turned around and in conversation with young man,
seated man in conversation with person off camera
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/133
Approx six people seated at dinner, man on left of table standing and shaking hands with man on
right hand side of table
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/134
Two white women in dinner hall in conversation with young black woman, who is holding a meal in
a foil tray
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/135
Posed photo of thirteen men and one woman in suits standing behind long table, Israeli flags in
background
c.2003
colour print, glossy, 22.9 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/136
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt and jeans, leaning on paint marked desk
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/137
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, standing behind wooden desk, in front
of window
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/138
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, standing behind wooden desk, in front
of window
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/139
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Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, standing behind wooden desk, in front
of window
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/140
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, standing behind wooden desk, in front
of window
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/141
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, standing behind wooden desk, in front
of window
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/142
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, standing behind wooden desk, in front
of window
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/143
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on wooden paint marked desk,
easels in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/144
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on wooden paint marked desk,
eyes closed
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/145
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on wooden paint marked desk,
eyes closed
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/146
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Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, holding pen, sitting at wooden paint
marked desk, red stairs in background to right hand side, windows in background to left.
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/147
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, holding pen, sitting at wooden paint
marked desk, red stairs in background to right hand side, windows in background to left.
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/148
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/149
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/150
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/151
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/152
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/153
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Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/154
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling,
eyes closed, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/155
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk,
gesturing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/156
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk,
gesturing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/157
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk,
gesturing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/158
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk,
gesturing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/159
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk,
gesturing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/160
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Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk,
gesturing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/161
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on paint marked desk, smiling, 
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/162
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, sitting at desk with pen in hand,
laughing, windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/163
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on desk, smiling, easels in
background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/164
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, sitting at desk, head resting on hand,
windows in background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/165
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on desk, gesturing, windows in
background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/166
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on desk, gesturing, windows in
background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/167
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Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on desk, gesturing, windows in
background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/168
Photo of young woman with dark curly hair, wearing T-shirt, leaning on desk, gesturing, windows in
background
Description on photo packaging “Jill Adler”
c.31  July 2000st

Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 18cm

Histphot/258/169
Negatives of woman in various poses, leaning, sitting and standing by paint stained desk, windows or
easels in background
c.31  July 2000st

Colour negatives in negative wallets, 36 x 35mm exposures

Histphot/258/170
Packaging of item reads “pic of child”, has UJIA logo
n.d [c.2000]
Zip disk, mac formatted, 100MB

Histphot/258/171
Packaging of item reads “UN partition vote” and “UN vote 1947"
n.d [c.1981]
Sony CHF60 cassette tape

Histphot/258/172
Photos titled “Film 1" - images of men in green uniform eating fast food, landscapes, children’s coats
hanging up with name tags, children sleeping, children drinking from bottles and cups
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/173
Photos titled “Film 1" - images of children: drinking from bottles, eating biscuits, sitting round a
table, sleeping, looking at camera, pointing
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/174
Photos titled “Film 1" - images of children: pointing, sitting round a table, being dressed, playing
with plastic bottles
images of children’s play area: soft room with ball pit, reception area
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/175
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Photos titled “Film 2" - images of: sign - ‘British Jewry Promenad’ sign is also in Hebrew, Hebrew
plaque on rock at edge of road, climbing frame, block of flats
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/176
Photos titled “Film 2" - images of Hebrew sign, semi constructed building, sports area with courts,
view from inside semi constructed building, flat block and graffiti 
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/177
Photos titled “Film 2" - images of semi constructed building, view from inside semi constructed
building, exterior of building, plaque inside library, interior shots of library, UJIA logo on exterior of
building, outdoor swimming pool
Note on top of page reads “Clone/Clove/Clore family project”
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/178
Photos titled “Film 3" - images of pathway with rose bushes, Hebrew and English sign by sports
ground stating that ground is dedicated to Grahame Gordon, field with power lines and buildings in
background, exterior of building with Hebrew sign, mother holding child, indoor swimming pool,
people wearing UJIA jumpers
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/179
Photos titled “Film 3" - indoor swimming pool, people wearing UJIA jumpers, posed group shots of
children in UJIA jumpers
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/180
Photos titled “Film 3" - indoor swimming pool, people wearing UJIA jumpers, group shots of
children in UJIA jumpers, children in swimwear sitting on edge of pool, children in swimwear
entering pool, posed shots of young white woman with very short brown hair
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/181
Photos titled “Film 4" - young adults in computer suites sitting at computer desks, close up shots of
young white woman with long brown hair
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/182
Photos titled “Film 4" -  close up shots of young white woman with long brown hair, shots of building
exterior with Hebrew signs, shot of two middle aged women, one sitting on bench
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n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/183
Photos titled “Film 5" - shots of young children at computer desk
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/184
Photos titled “Film 5" - shots of young children at computer desk, close up shots of middle aged
white male with dark hair wearing brown jacket
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/185
Photos titled “Film 5" - close up shot of middle aged white male with dark hair wearing brown jacket,
shots of young boy at computer desk, shots of children playing football, shots of children sitting on
wall
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/186
Photos titled “Film 6" - young adults sitting in classroom, group and individual shots
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/187
Photos titled “Film 6" - young adults sitting in classroom, group and individual shots
Close up shots of women, one is annotated ‘administrator Hedvah’
Annotation at bottom of page reads ‘Sefton - North Israel office’
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/188
Photos titled “Film 6" - close up individual and group shots of women
Young adults in computer suite sitting at computer desks, group and individual shots
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 12 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/189
Photos titled “Film 7" - shots of white young adult boy with dark hair having armbands put on,
climbing down into swimming pool, swimming and floating on back
Shots of young woman at side of pool in black swimming costume, kneeling down, talking to four
young people at edge, inside of pool
n.d [c.2000]
Digital colour contact sheet, 11 thumbnails, inkjet on paper, A4

Histphot/258/190
Folder ‘a’ - Images of large group of people at rally, with Israeli flags, child holding sign saying ‘yes
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to peace no to terror’, group holding banner saying ‘Israel we’re with you’, people in suits, British
flags, woman with Israeli flag painted on forehead
Folder ‘b’ - Images of rally, people with Israeli flags, people with British flags, speaker on stage in
front of microphone, people with sign saying ‘suicide bombers kill people and peace’, close ups of
speakers with microphones including Benjamin Netanyahu, large screen with speakers projected
Folder ‘c’ - Israeli flags, close ups of speakers, overviews of rally
Folder ‘d’ - Israeli flags, group shots of protesters, ‘yes to peace, no to terror’ banner, woman
throwing white material from stage, people in suits in room sitting at table, overview of croud
2002
CD-R disk containing 4 folders labelled a (79 images), b (61 images), c (29 images), d (25 images), 
low resolution images

Histphot/258/191
Headed paper for ‘the society of friends of Jewish refugees’
n.d [c.2000]
Headed paper, A4

Histphot/258/192
Headed paper for ‘the foundation for education’
n.d [c.2000]
Headed paper, A4

Histphot/258/193
Headed paper for ‘solidarity’
n.d [c.2000]
Headed paper, A4

Histphot/258/194
Headed paper for ‘Jewish philanthropic association for Israel and the Middle East’
n.d [c.2000]
Headed paper, A4

Histphot/258/195
Headed paper for ‘Jewish continuity’
n.d [c.2000]
Headed paper, A4

Histphot/258/196
Individual shots of middle aged white man in shirt, gesturing, sitting in armchair, sitting at table with
drink in glass, smiling, wearing glasses in some shots
Table with pot plants in background, pictures in frames on wall
Sticky note originally included in top of box reads ‘UJIA supported Jewish activities in the former
soviet union’
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white contact sheet, glossy, 36 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/197
Individual shots of young black woman with braids and pink top, sometimes with white hat, outside
with trees in background, sometimes flowers in foreground, smiling
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Shots of young black woman with braids and pink top with white male wearing white t shirt, kitchen
cupboards in background
n.d [c.2000]
Colour contact sheet, glossy, 27 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/198
Individual posed shots of young black woman with braids, wearing white hat, smiling, using
computer, stretching, drinking from tall glass
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white contact sheet, glossy, 36 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/199
Individual posed shots of young black woman with braids, wearing white hat, smiling, using
computer, stretching, drinking from tall glass
Post-it note originally attached says ‘Mahereta Ai Rep 2001' 
c.2001
Black and white contact sheet, glossy, 24 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/200
Individual shots of young white male on mobile phone, drinking from mug, with laptop bag, eating
pitta wrap
Group shots of young white man with young white person with short blonde hair
Street scene in background with Hebrew posters, café in background
Post-it note originally attached says ‘Dmitri' 
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white contact sheet, glossy, 24 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/201
Individual posed shots of young white male, with dark hair, wearing white t-shirt
Shots of young white man with young white female with very short blonde hair, walking, smiling,
eating
n.d [c.2000]
Colour contact sheet, glossy, 36 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/202
Individual posed and unposed shots of young white man with dark hair in white t-shirt carrying
laptop case, drinking coffee outside, on mobile phone, in conversation with bearded man, giving
money to bearded man
Shots of young white man with dark hard along with young person with short blonde hair, in street, in
café buying food, walking past Hebrew posters, eating food, standing underneath restaurant entrance
n.d [c.2000]
Colour contact sheet, glossy, 35 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/203
Elderly white woman with light coloured hair sits in armchair, holds wine glass of water in some
images, gestures, smiles, appears to be in conversation in many of the images
Background shows additional chairs and plates and pictures on wall
Post-it note originally attached says ‘Legacy’ 
n.d [c.2000]
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Black and white contact sheet, glossy, 36 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/204
Individual shots of young white man in white t-shirt standing in dimly lit street, sitting in croudeed
street
Shots of young white man with dark hair and white t-shirt accompanied by young person with short
blonde hair, sitting in front of Hebrew plaque, sitting on steps, eating wraps, outside café, in busy
street
Post-it note originally attached says ‘Annual report/beneficiaries booklet, Dmitri, Russia, speak of
experiences’ 
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white contact sheet, glossy, 36 images, 35mm film

Histphot/258/205
Close up shot of young woman at table with lips pursed, possibly in conversation, light background,
decanter in foreground
Post-it note originally attached said ‘Stefon’s mate’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/206
Close up torso and head shot of young white woman with short strawberry blonde hair sitting at table,
decanter and coffee cup in foreground, pale background
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/207
Close up torso and head shot of young white woman with short strawberry blonde hair sitting at table,
coffee cup in foreground, pale background
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/208
Close up shot of young white woman with short strawberry blonde hair sitting at table, pale
background, eyes closed
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/209
Close up shot of young white woman with short strawberry blonde hair sitting at table, pale
background, eyes closed, mid conversation
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/210
Young black woman with curly hair piled high on head, hooped earings, striped sleeveless top and
blue jeans stands in bedroom containing bed, desk, chair, table, 5 shelves, fridge and photographs on
wall to lefthand side. Wall hanging on right and side next to bed. Girl is standing face on and looking
directly at camera, smiling
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n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, fisheye lens, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/211
Approx seven young black children play with blue and yellow football on paved area outside
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/212
Young white man with dark hair and white t-shirt stands in busy street side on but looking directly at
camera, laptop bag on shoulder, trees and buildings in background and also man with beard and
young person with blonde hair in immediate background to left of main subject
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/213
Young white man with short blonde hair, sitting at table with books and stationary gestures, in
conversation with young white woman with brown curly hair
Background appears to show shelves with files
Out of focus figure wearing glasses in foreground
Notes originally attached to back of photo say; ‘Renewal page - p.12', ‘Sean S.S’, ‘S/S A Tif’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 17.6 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/214
Young white man with short brown hair wearing navy zip up fleece and checked trousers sits on top
of large pile of rocks / broken wall
Background shows countryside landscape, blue sky with clouds
Note originally on back of picture says ‘Lee Rhodes’, ‘website’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 9.4 x 15.2cm

Histphot/258/215
Young white man with short brown hair and glasses, wearing blue T shirt looks down from wooden
structure
Picture is shot from below, looking up towards subject
Note originally on back of picture says ‘Lee Rhodes’, ‘website’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 9.4 x 15.2cm

Histphot/258/216
Young white man with dark hair sits at desk with folder in front of him, one hand holds pen other
rests against his forehead
n.d [c2000]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 20.3cm

Histphot/258/217
Group of young men and women sit on floor, Young white man with dark hair in centre wears watch
and polo shirt which says ‘Moetza 40 1998'
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Floor in background has white lines
n.d [c.1998]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 20.3cm

Histphot/258/218
Man with dark hair and glasses sits behind desk with ID card attached to his white shirt, on desk is
computer, pen, glasses case, passport pictures and papers, one of which he is holding.
In forground, on other side of the desk sit a man holding a passport, a woman with a bag on her lap
and in the centre, a young girl turned to face the camera
Young girl is holding passport pictures
Door to the room is open
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white print, matte, 19.9 x 25.5cm

Histphot/258/219
Man with dark hair and glasses sits behind desk with ID card attached to his white shirt, on desk is
computer, pen, glasses case, passport pictures and papers, one of which he is holding.
In forground, on other side of the desk sit a man holding a passport, a woman with a bag on her lap
and in the centre, a young girl turned to face the camera
Young girl is holding passport pictures
Door to the room is open
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white print, matte, 19.9 x 25.5cm

Histphot/258/220
Elderly white man with white mustache and flat cap, wearing shirt, tie and leather coat walks with
walking stick, facing camera, carrying adidas plastic bag, holdall and baseball cap
Aeroplane in background on ground, variety of people in background
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 13.5 x 20.5cm

Histphot/258/221
Group of young people sitting and standing by wall in conversation with man in suit, man in suit
holds notepad and pen
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 23.9 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/222
Group of young men and women sit on floor, clapping
Young white man with dark hair in centre wears watch and polo shirt which says ‘Moetza 40 1998'
Floor in background has white lines
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 21.1 x 30.3cm

Histphot/258/223
Young white girl with dark hair tied back wearing T shirt with cartoon sits behind large cactus plant,
hands on knees, smiling
Fence to right of girl, trees in background
n.d [c.1990]
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Black and white print, matte, 20.1 x 25.3cm

Histphot/258/224
Young white man wearing glasses, baseball cap, t shirt, shorts and sandals sits to right of large cactus
plant, smiling
Fence to right, wooden building and trees in background
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/225
Group of young men and women sit on floor, clapping
Young white man with dark hair in centre wears watch and polo shirt which says ‘Moetza 40 1998'
Floor in background has white lines
n.d [c.1990]
Black and white print, glossy, 16.5 x 21.6cm

Histphot/258/226
Man with dark hair and glasses sits behind desk with ID card attached to his white shirt, on desk is
computer, pen, glasses case, passport pictures and papers, one of which he is holding.
In forground, on other side of the desk sit a man holding a passport, a woman with a bag on her lap
and in the centre, a young girl turned to face the camera
Young girl is holding passport pictures
Door to the room is open
n.d [c.2000]
Black and white print, matte, 20 x 25.5cm

Histphot/258/227
Group of children sitting inside tent with man sitting outside talking with them, second tent in
background, guy ropes in foreground, washing hangs from one.
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/228
Group of young people sitting and standing by wall in conversation with man in suit, man in suit
holds notepad and pen
Group of young people sit around tables, man in suit stands at front of room with notepad, mural of
flags in background behind him
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/229
Young white man with dark hair, wearing shirt, sits at table in front of mural of flags, smiling
Group of young people sit around tables, man in suit stands at front of room with notepad, mural of
flags in background behind him
Young white man with dark hair, wearing shirt, sits in office
1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/230
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Group of young people sitting and standing by wall in conversation with man in suit, man in suit
holds notepad and pen
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/231
Group of young people pose together in front of tree, two of group wear white t shirts saying ‘Exodus
‘97'
Back of picture has label which says ‘1 Richard, 2 Barney, 3 Aimiee, 4 Tristan, 5 Adam, 6 Natasha’
n.d [c.1997]
Black and white medium format contact sheet, 10 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/232
Posed shots of young black man wearing pale shirt, background shows two columns, amsn crossed in
some photos 
Label on back says ‘Elias’
n.d [c.1997]
Black and white medium format contact sheet, 10 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/233
Young white woman with long hair leans on banister by stairs, Israeli flag hangs on door to left,
images of figures with pickaxes on wall above
Label on back says ‘Tatyana’
n.d [c.1997]
Black and white medium format contact sheet, 10 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/234
Posed shot of a group of young people stand in front of four flag poles, one flying the Israeli flag,
smiling, in some photos they wear t shirts with UJIA logo, in others they are dressed in jeans and t
shirts
Bunting in background
n.d [c.1997]
Black and white medium format contact sheet, 10 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/235
Posed shot of a group of young people stand in front of four flag poles, one flying the Israeli flag,
smiling, they are dressed in jeans and t shirts
Bunting in background
n.d [c.1997]
Black and white medium format contact sheet, 10 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/236
Posed shots of middle aged man with glasses and mustache chopping vegetables, smiling in some
Posed group shots of mixed group of young and middle aged people waiting in seated area with
suitcases and bags
Label on back says ‘Ruben (cook), Airport’
n.d [c.1997]
Black and white medium format contact sheet, 10 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm
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Histphot/258/237
Photos of a group of young men and women sit on floor, clapping
Young white man with dark hair in centre wears watch and polo shirt which says ‘Moetza 40 1998'
Floor in background has white lines
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/238
Young white man with dark hair sits in centre of a dark room on a table, wears watch and polo shirt
which says ‘Moetza 40 1998'
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/239
Young woman with long dark hair sits in office at computer desk, talking on telephone, smiling
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/240
Young woman with long dark hair sits in office at computer desk, talking on telephone, smiling,
looking at email, standing at desk, looking at files
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/241
Photos of middle aged white woman with short dark hair reading hardback book with Hebrew writing
on cover
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 20 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/242
Posed photographs of young woman in hat in classroom sitting at desk, looking at book with children
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/243
Posed photographs of young woman in hat in classroom sitting at desk, looking at book with children
Posed photographs of young white woman in hat leaning over two sitting children who are looking at
a book
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/244
Posed photographs of two women, one man, looking at UJIA publications
Posed photographs of three women looking at UJIA publications
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 38 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/245
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Posed photographs of three women looking at UJIA publications
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/246
Young woman with long dark hair sits in office at computer desk, talking on telephone, smiling,
looking at files, pot plant in foreground for some photos
n.d [c.1998]
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 35 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/247
Photos of middle aged woman with short dark hair sitting at desk reading leaflet
Photos of group of young people sitting in rows clapping
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 32 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/248 
Group of children sitting inside tent with man sitting outside talking with them, second tent in
background, guy ropes in foreground, washing hangs from one.
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/249
Photograph of crowded room filled with people in formal wear dancing
n.d [c.1998]
Black and white print, glossy, 25.4 x 20.3cm

Histphot/258/250
Photographs of white middle aged woman sitting on chair in kitchen reading Hebrew book
Photographs of middle aged white woman in garden reading Hebrew book
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/251
Photographs of middle aged white woman and man in garden reading Hebrew book
Photographs of young white man with dark hair sitting in office, smiling
c.1998
Black and white 35mm contact sheet, 37 thumbnails, glossy, 23.9 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/252
Group of young people sitting and standing by wall in conversation with man in suit, man in suit
holds notepad and pen
n.d [c.1998]
Black and white print, glossy, 30.3 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/253
Group of young people sitting and standing by wall in conversation with man in suit, man in suit
holds notepad and pen
n.d [c.1998]
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Black and white print, glossy, 30.3 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/254
White middle aged woman with blonde perm and glasses sits alone on chair in kitchen reading book
in Hebrew script
n.d [c.1998]
Black and white print, glossy, 30.3 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/254
White middle aged woman with blonde perm and glasses sits alone on chair in kitchen reading book
in Hebrew script
n.d [c.1998]
Black and white print, glossy, 30.3 x 23.9cm

Histphot/258/255
Posed shot of three young girls standing on pavement, grass, powerlines and buildings in background
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
c.May 2000
Colour print, glossy, 17.8 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/256
Posed shot of four young girls on roundabout, slide and other playground equipment in background
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
c.May 2000
Colour print, glossy, 17.8 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/257
Posed shot of two young girls and one older girl standing on street, grass, building and electrical lines
in background
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
c.May 2000
Colour print, glossy, 17.8 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/258
Shot of crowded room, with adults and children dancing and watching others dance, woman playing
guitar
Banner in background reads ‘United Jewish Israel Appeal Rescue and Renewal, The Jewish Agency
celebrates Israel’s birthday!’
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
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shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/259
Young girl sits on table with young buy toddler on lap, boy looks at camera, girl smiles
In background is cot with Disney mobile hanging above
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 12.6 x 17.7cm

Histphot/258/260
Middle aged white woman with short dark permed hair and glasses in red jumper shows book to
young children, toys in background
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/261
Busy school canteen with children sitting round tables in groups, eating from trays, wearing grey
school uniforms
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/262
Middle aged woman talks to young children in classroom, one child holds glue spreader, another
tears crepe paper
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/263
Group of children stand around table in front of metal fence, sign attached to table reads ‘Many
designs’
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd
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birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/264
Middle aged woman talks to young children in classroom, seated at table with boxes, one child holds
glue spreader, another tears crepe paper, both children wear aprons
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/265
Two middle aged white women stand by large collage / mural with Hebrew writing and picture of a
city
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm 

Histphot/258/266
Group of children stand around table in front of metal fence, sign attached to table reads ‘Many
drinks’
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/267
large group of children and several adults stand and sit outside in courtyard area, balloons surround
left side of courtyard and back
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd

birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/268
Group of children stand around table in front of wall, looking at leaflets for face paints
Original note in envelope with photos 255-268 stated ‘Zone photos - All taken at the recent 2nd
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birthday party of ‘The Zone’. Can also be general kids shots. Brodesky photos - First is a general
shot. Then Lindsey Seaton (L) and Denise Marks (R) who went on EL early years stuff in Israel in
spring’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.1 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/269
Three young boys in indoor play area, blonde boy stands in centre in front of small fence, another
blonde boy in checked shirt stands behind fence, young white boy with darker hair is behind blonde
boy behind fence
Original envelope said ‘Moscow street kids’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/270
Posed head shot of two young white girls with brown hair, one slightly taller than the other, slightly
taller girl on left has arm around second girl, both smiling
Original envelope said ‘Moscow street kids’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/271
Posed head shot of young white girl with brown hair and brown eyes, wearing red coat with white
polka dots, brown and blue tapestry in background
Original envelope said ‘Moscow street kids’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, matte , 12.6 x 18.1cm

Histphot/258/272
Young white girl with light brown hair and brown eyes, wearing pink shirt looks towards camera
Original envelope said ‘Moscow street kids’
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 15.2 x 10.1cm

Histphot/258/273
Four middle aged women and two middle aged men stand together, posed in front of exhibition
boards, showing Jewish history, smiling
Post it note originally attached said ‘Women’s UJIA, L-R Marina Smith, Lady Jakobovits, James
Smith, Stanley Cohen, Joy Cohen (one of the presidents of women’s UJIA) and Pnina Berbard
(chairman of women’s UJIA) standing in front of one of the exhibits at Beth Shalom
n.d [c.2000]
Colour print, glossy, 16 x 10.9cm

Histphot/258/274
Nine slides showing pictures of children in classrooms, portraits of young people, portrait of a
teacher as well as text slides saying ‘Massada sequence’ and ‘Israel Experience’
n.d [c.2000]
Digital presentation slides on paper, colour, A4
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Histphot/258/275
Nine slides showing portraits of young people, images of large groups of people sitting, images of
woman reading a book as well as text slide ‘Israel Experience’
2001
Digital presentation slides on paper, colour, A4

Histphot/258/276
Nine slides showing images of group of young people, individual young people, outdoors, looking
towards outdoor scenery as well as text slide ‘Rescue’
2001
Digital presentation slides on paper, colour, A4

Histphot/258/277
Nine slides showing images of a child in class, tow people embracing, children sitting down, portraits
of young men and women, a passport office, a woman carrying a baby, a woman outside
n.d [c.2000]
Digital presentation slides on paper, colour, A4

Histphot/258/278
Nine slides showing images of a child smiling, young people standing in a line, posed shot of three
young women, bus driver, children in class, man in airport, people sitting as well as text slide
‘Rescue’
n.d [c.2000]
Digital presentation slides on paper, colour, A4

Histphot/258/279
Images of children playing football, landscape, woman smiling, group of people on stage, children
eating
Pencil annotation on pages says ‘Alexander’
n.d [c.2000]
Digital presentation slides on paper, colour, A4

Histphot/258/300
Double 35mm negative framed images of middle aged white man with glasses in shirt and tie talking
and gesturing
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 21.1 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/301
Posed shot of young black woman with long braided hair wearing white top and hat, leaning on
elbow and face resting on hand, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 15.1 x 21.5cm
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Histphot/258/302
Shot of young white man with dark hair, wearing white t shirt, carrying black laptop bag, walking
with young white woman with short blonde hair, smiling
Hebrew text posters on wall in background
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 15.1 x 21.5cm

Histphot/258/303
Close up shot of young white man playing violin 
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, glossy, 18 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/304
Group shot of three young adults with a group of several young children, outdoors in front of a mural
of a tree, several pots of paint in foreground
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 17.8 x 12.6cm 

Histphot/258/305
Young white man with short brown hair, wearing dark T shirt, sitting with two other who can just be
seen in foreground, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/306
Young woman with dark curly hair, wearing black t shirt, jeans and colourful bracelets leans on a
paint marked desk, young man sits at desk in background, man standing in foreground gestures
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, glossy, 20.5 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/307
Young child is lifted from the ground by adult in front of goalposts, reb ball moves along grass,
young child stands between two sets of goalposts, further child stands behind adult
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
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options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, glossy, 18 x 12.7cm

Histphot/258/308
Middle aged woman sits on sofa with two young girls sat either side, young child moves in
foreground, painting in background on wall
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/309
Middle aged woman, smiling, sits on sofa with two young girls sat either side, young child moves in
foreground, painting in background on wall
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/310
Middle aged woman, smiling, sits on sofa with two young girls sat either side, young child sits to left
hand side and moves, painting on wall in background
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/311
Posed head shot of white middle aged man with grey hair wearing suit, sat down, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour digital print, glossy, 12.7 x 19cm

Histphot/258/312
Head shot of young white woman with dark curly hair, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour digital print, glossy, 15.2 x 20.2cm

Histphot/258/313
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Head shot of young white man with short brown hair, wearing navy t shirt, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour digital print, glossy, 15.2 x 20.1cm

Histphot/258/314
Head shot of young white man with short dark brown hair, smiling 
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 15.1 x 21.5cm

Histphot/258/315
Head shot of middle aged white woman with dark hair and stud earing, wearing white blouse, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/316
Head shot of middle aged white man wearing shirt, tie and jacket, looking directly to camera
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/317
Head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing white polo neck jumper,
smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/318
Head shot of young woman with dark curly hair wearing black T shirt, sitting, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/319
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Head shot of young woman with dark curly hair wearing black T shirt, sitting, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/320
Head shot of middle aged white woman with dark hair and stud earing, wearing white blouse, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 20.3 x 25.4cm

Histphot/258/321
Double 35mm negative framed images of middle aged white man with glasses in shirt and tie talking
and gesturing
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, glossy, 21.3 x 30.4cm

Histphot/258/322
Posed shot of young white man with cark hair, sitting in street, leaning in elbow, resting hand on
face, smiling, wearing digital watch
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/323
Young white man with dark hair, holds coffee cup, outside café area, young woman with short blonde
hair sits in foreground
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/324
Young white man with dark hair, wearing white t shirt, stands in busy street, bag strap can be seen on
shoulder
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
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Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/325
Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/326
Shot of young white man holding up young black boy to paint, young black boy holds brush and
paints picture of tree on outdoor wall, three others just seen in foreground leaning down towards wall
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/327
Shot of young white man holding up young black boy to paint tree on wall, both smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/328
Young white man holds the hand of young black girl holding paintbrush to wall
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/329
Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing white hat, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/330
Young white man with short dark hair and white t shirt, stands in busy outdoor area, smiling, below
fluorescent sign in Hebrew and signs saying ‘Falafel’, ‘Shawarma’ 
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
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c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 15.2 x 21.5

Histphot/258/331
Young white man with short dark hair, wearing white T shirt and carrying black laptop bag, walks
past wall with Hebrew text posters with young white girl with short blonde hair
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 15.2 x 21.5

Histphot/258/332
Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing white blouse and hat,
leaning on elbow, face resting on hand, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/333
Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing white hat and pink top,
smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/334
Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing pink top and middle
aged white man, wearing white t shirt, man has arms around woman’s waist, both smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/335
Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing pink top and middle
aged white man, wearing white t shirt, man has arms around woman’s waist, both smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/336
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Posed head shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing pink top and white hat,
smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Colour print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/337
Posed shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, standing in front of mirror, smiling
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/338
Posed shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing white hat sitting in front of
computer desk, computer on with yahoo webpage, lamp to her right, looking at camera
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/339
Posed shot of young black woman with long dark braided hair, wearing white hat sitting in
foreground, man in background sits at computer
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/340
Profile shot of young black woman with dark braised hair, hands raised and held together, white
beaded bracelets on wrist
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm

Histphot/258/341
Profile shot of young black woman with dark braised hair, hands raised and held together, white
beaded bracelets on wrist
Original envelope said “Annual report 2000 (photos), hi res, Jill Adler - main plus black and white
options plus playing with kids, Joseph - main, violin and computer, Melrek - family pic, Dimitry -
Army, Lvov camp, David - group of kids, Caroline - front cover pic(s)
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c.2000
Black and white print, matte, 12.7 x 17.8cm


